
                     ARWACHIN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL  

                                             L.K.G. INTERACTION SYLLABUS 

   ENGLISH        

 

SOUND, ACTION/ and WRITING 
 

VOCABULARY 

Letter s sun, sand, slipper, spider etc. 
Letter a apple, ant, aeroplane, axe, etc. 

Letter t  tub, train, telephone, toy etc. 

Letter i insect, inkpot, igloo, iguana, inside etc. 
Letter p pen, pup, pig, pin, parrot, peacock etc. 

Letter n  net, nest, nose, neck, necklace, etc. 
Mrs. Bharti Pokhriyal 

  rhymes              

Month of the Rhyme Rhymes 

(July) 

My family  

(August -on-going) 

Vegetable   

(August) 

Our Flag  
Mrs. Usha Chauhan 

MATH 

 Numbers 

1 ,4,7 ,9 ,6 ,2. 
 Recognition and writing. 

 Matching numbers with the objects. 

Shapes    Circle, square, Rectangle, Triangle. 

 Recognition and examples related to the shape. 
      Ex: The hanky is square in shape,  
            The box is rectangle. 

Concept  Big/small, Up/Down, tall/Short, Heavy/light. 



      Ex: the table is heavy and the book is light. 
Mrs. Shuchi Mathur 

 

 

E.V.S. 

 My Family (Big and 
Small) 

 The children will tell the names of their 
family members, try to count them on their 
fingers and also tell if they have a small 
family or a big family. 

Good manners  The usage/ importance of the three golden 
words: Sorry, Please and Thank You, will be 
discussed (with respect to their daily life). 

My House  The different rooms in the house eg; 
bedroom, bathroom, kitchen etc will be 
discussed keeping in view their usage.  

Keeping safe  What are the things that the children 
should not touch and play with, at home 
due to the safety reasons? 

 What safety rules, should we follow on the 
road? 

Food (healthy and 
junk) 

 Why should we eat healthy food? 

 What will happen if we eat junk food? 

Fruits   The children will be asked to recognize the 
fruit/s like mango, apple, orange etc, and 
tell their colour. 

Vegetables  The children will be asked to recognize the 
vegetable/s eg; potato, carrot, lady finger 
and will be encouraged to talk about their 
favourite vegetable.  

Mrs. Priya Mehrotra 
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